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Empowering financial confidence with innovative 

Fintech solutions

Kellton's partnership with Best Egg led to the creation of a groundbreaking consumer 
lending platform. Through agile development, user-centric design, and seamless 
collaboration, the platform achieved rapid growth and widespread customer trust. Best 
Egg's ability to process loans quickly, maintain high customer satisfaction, and facilitate 
billions of dollars in loan transactions established it as a true success story in the 
consumer Fintech landscape. The web application of Best Egg provides a smooth and 
hassle-free borrowing process to eligible applicants. With a focus on innovation, user 
trust, and adaptability, the platform continues to thrive and redefine the marketplace 
lending industry.
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Client in spotlight

Marlette Funding, LLC is a Fintech company with deep financial expertise and advanced 
technology, Marlette Funding, LLC, is dedicated to making money more accessible to 
help people realize their dreams. They operate the Best Egg consumer-lending platform, 
offering a seamless online personal loan experience, delivering over USD 11 Bn in loans 
with excellent credit performance since March 2014.
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Key challenges

01 The consumer lending industry was highly competitive, with established players 
like Lending Club and Prosper already operating in the space

02 Best Egg aimed to create a cutting-edge platform that could offer personal loans 
directly to individuals, bypassing traditional retail banks

03 Establishing trust and credibility among customers was crucial to attract borrowers 
to the platform

Solution

Kellton collaborated with Best Egg to develop a revolutionary consumer lending platform, 
leveraging modern web technologies such as React.js for frontend, Node.js for backend, 
and MongoDB as the database. With a focus on seamless collaboration, we worked 
closely with Best Egg's in-house team, ensuring effective communication throughout the 
project. Employing agile development and user-centric design principles, we created an 
intuitive, transparent, and secure borrowing journey, instilling trust among users.



The platform's success can be attributed to key features such as an intelligent loan 
processing system, providing qualified applicants with loan offers within seconds. This 
streamlined process significantly enhanced customer convenience and satisfaction. 
Additionally, the integration of powerful analytics capabilities allowed Best Egg to gather 
valuable insights into user behavior, facilitating continuous improvements and 
optimization.



Despite challenges posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, Kellton's adaptability and swift 
updates ensured the platform's relevance, sustaining its growth and success. Best Egg's 
scalable architecture, engineered by Kellton, effectively handled rapid growth, enabling 
the platform to process billions of dollars in loans and solidify its position as a standout 
player in the consumer Fintech industry.

Fun Fact

Banks implementing digital tools  in 2019 could see up to 
40% increase in profit between higher revenues and lower 
operational costs.
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Insights and impact | Shaping the future of consumer lending

Our solution, the revolutionary consumer lending platform developed in collaboration 
with Best Egg, has significantly impacted the lending industry as a whole. By cutting out 
retail banks and offering personal loans directly to individuals, the platform disrupted the 
traditional lending model, positioning Best Egg as a prominent player and driving 
competition in the marketplace lending sector. The seamless borrowing experience, 
powered by our modern tech stack and user-centric design, has set a new standard for 
customer convenience and satisfaction in the Fintech industry. The platform's scalability, 
adaptability, and robust analytics capabilities have not only allowed Best Egg to sustain 
its success but have also inspired other players in the industry to innovate and optimize 
their own offerings, ultimately benefiting borrowers and shaping the future of consumer 
lending.
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3 seconds

The time it takes for a qualified applicant 
to see customized loan offers

4.8/5

Trustpilot rating based on 
customer reviews

USD 10 Bn

Approximate value of loans 
transacted on the platform
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